
 » Better detection and protection

 » Lower initial installation costs

 » Lower operating and maintenance costs



Built on the proven VESDA® air-sampling smoke 
detection (ASD) technology, VESDA ECO overcomes 
the fundamental limitations of fixed-point gas detectors 
to ensure early and reliable gas detection so an 
appropriate preventative or emergency response can be 
taken, before it is too late.

As air from a given area is drawn to the VESDA ECO 
detector, it can be conditioned to remove moisture, dirt, 
particulates and other contaminates. This continuous, 
active air sampling, enabled by the use of a VESDA air-
sampling smoke detector (ASD) and pipe network with 
multiple sampling holes, dramatically increases the ability 
to detect a gas release quickly and in a wider range of 
environments, even in areas with high air flows.

ACTIVE DETECTION PPROOVVIDES BEETTTERR PROOTEECCTIONN 

Airr iss acctivelyy ddraawn thhroouggh a seriees oof ppipes thrrouugh 
muulttiplee sammplingg holees tto the VESDADA ECOO gass deeteectorr (1)) in 
rouute too the VVESDDA ASSD (2).

Many commercial and industrial facilities are prone to 
hazards associated with flammable and toxic gases or 
oxygen-deficient atmospheres. Conventional fixed-point 
gas detectors traditionally have been used to detect gas 
leaks and generate alarms to protect personnel and 
property. 

However, the effectiveness of these detectors is 
dependent on proper placement, which is highly 
dependent on the gas being detected as well as many 
other environmental factors including air flow, gas 
pressure, temperature, harshness of the environment, 
etc. 

Achieving optimum gas detection often requires adding 
additional gas detectors within a given space to increase 
the likelihood of detecting a leak. This strategy, while 
effective, significantly increases the initial installation and 
long-term service and maintenance costs. VESDA ECO 
eliminates this inherent disadvantage. 

VESDA ECO overcomes these shortcomings because it 
is a multi-hole air-sampling gas detection system 
that provides cost-effective 24/7 active air sampling for 
the early detection of gas leaks – even in the toughest 
of environments such as those found in industrial/
manufacturing facilities.  

AN ALTERNATIVE TO FFIXXEDD-POINT GGAAS DDETEECTOORRS

Muultti-hoole airr-ssammpling gas detection delivers a set of unique 
advantages when compared to conventional gas detectors. 
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The design of a gas detection system greatly impacts its ability 
to reliably detect a gas leak. The number of gas detectors 
required and their placement is totally dependent on the risk 
assessment and ability to predict where a gas leak will occur. 
The very nature of an “accidental” gas release precludes the 
ability to precisely locate a detector at the point to ensure a 
leak will be detected. 

VESDA ECO’s multi-point air-sampling gas sampling pipe 
network adds another level of confidence to the gas detection 
system’s design and placement. Figures 1 through 4 provide 
examples of this design tolerance.

MUULLTI-HHOLEE AAIRR-SAMMPLLINNG GAS DDEETEECTIOON DDEELIVEERSS
BETTER AREA COVERAGE AND DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

Figures 1 + 2 —— Demonstrate better area coveraage andd prootection delivered by VEESDAA ECO in variable air--flow ennvironnments wheere a spoot (ppoint) 
type gaas deetector may "miss"" a gaas leak depending oon its pllacemment and the air flow. 

Figures 3 + 4 —— Demonstrate the dessign flexibilitty of VESDAA  ECO. Knowing where aa leakk will occcur is alwayss a judggement call.  In tthis exammple,, 
four coonveentional ppoint gas deetecttors are required tto coverr the same area as one VESSDA EECO dettector.  VESDDA ECOO provvides a morre cost-efffecttive 
solutionn.
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Battery rooms for the detection of hydrogen

Boiler rooms for the detection of natural gas or LPG

Control centers in refineries for detection of methane or 
hydrogen sulfide ingress

Road tunnels for the detection of carbon monoxide and 
nitrogen dioxide

Building utility rooms for the detection of natural gas or LPG 

Elevator shafts for the detection of methane or carbon 
monoxide 

Warehouse roof spaces for the detection of natural gas from 
space heaters

Laboratories for the detection of various flammable and toxic 
gases

Enclosed vehicle parking/loading docks for the detection of 
carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide

New applications being identified daily

SUUITTABBLE FFOR AA WIDE RANGE OFF AAPPPLICAATIOONNS 

Figures 5 + 6 —— Demonsstratee the power of multi-hole air-ssampling gas detectionn thrrough itss use of a VVESDA ppipe nnetwork, reeducing 
the nummbeer of gass detectorss reqquired. One VESDAA ASD aand oone VESDA ECO are abble too replacce two spot (point) smoke detectoors and 
two sppot (point) hyydrogen deetecttors annd at the samme time deliver better area coverragee. The neet result is bbetter aarea coverage aand loweer 
total innstaallation ccosts. Addittionaally, lowwer long-termm mainntenaance costs will be realiized becausee fewer detectors havee to be mainntained andd 
calibraatedd.

In addition to providing better area coverage and more reliable 
gas detection through 24/7 active air sampling in even the 
harshest environments, VESDA ECO reduces the total cost of 
system installation, maintenance and service.
 
The solution can be added easily to a neww VESDA ASD system 
or rreetroofi tteedd to an existing VESDA ASD system without 
major construction or electrical cabling and conduit. 

Initial installation savings of 45 percent and projected long-
term operating and maintenance cost savings of 75 percent

have been realized when using VESDA ASD and VESDA ECO 
compared to conventional spot smoke and fixed-point gas 
detectors.

VESDA ECO also easily integrates to fire alarm control 
panels, programmable logic controllers, HVAC systems 
and building management systems for real-time situational 
awareness and intelligent emergency response. And it can 
be used in demand controlled ventilation applications to save 
energy and reduce energy costs by ventilating areas only when 
required and not continuously.

LOWER INSTAALLAATIONN AANND OPERAATIINGG COSSTSS
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The contents of this document are provided on an “as is” basis. No representation or warranty 
(either express or implied) is made as to the completeness, accuracy or reliability of the contents 
of this document. The manufacturer reserves the right to change designs or specifications without 
obligation and without further notice. Except as otherwise provided, all warranties, express or 
implied, including without limitation any implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a 
particular purpose are expressly excluded.

This document includes registered and unregistered trademarks. All trademarks displayed are the 
trademarks of their respective owners. Your use of this document does not constitute or create a 
licence or any other right to use the name and/or trademark and/or label. This document is subject 
to copyright owned by Xtralis AG (“Xtralis”). You agree not to copy, communicate to the public, adapt, 
distribute, transfer, sell, modify or publish any contents of this document without the express prior 
written consent of Xtralis.
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